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Making scientific instruments for computer science research available and open to all is more important than ever given the constantly increasing pace of opportunity and innovation – yet, such instruments are expensive to build and operate given their complexity and need for rapid evolution to keep pace with the advancing frontier of science. This paper describes how we can lower the cost of computer science testbeds by making them easier to deploy and operate. We present CHI-in-a-Box, a packaging of CHameleon Infrastructure (CHI) underlying the Chameleon testbed, describe the practices that went into its design and implementation, and present three case studies of its use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scientific instruments for computer science research are notoriously hard to build and operate. To provide a platform for research on topics such as power management, operating system design, or networking they must operate very close to the hardware, support a deep level of reconfigurability, and give their users a high level of privilege. With all this, they also need to constantly, and sometimes rapidly, evolve as the science evolves to provide a viable instrument for answering new questions – and they must do so securely. The complexity of this undertaking and the rapid evolution rate of testbeds makes them expensive to deploy and operate—and thus poses a barrier to their widespread adoption and deployment which in practice limits resources available for computer science research.

At the same time, widespread access to instruments for computer science research is more important than ever. Opportunities and technological innovations are increasing at a faster rate than they have ever done before, including...
topics in composable hardware, programmable networking, and machine learning to name just a few. It is important that we keep pace in addressing them by bringing to bear the full collective talent and experience of the research community—and this entails access to experimental platforms that are not only broad in their capabilities but also broadly accessible. General access to a shared experimental platform can also encourage the development and sharing of community digital artifacts such as e.g., electronic teaching materials, and encourage repeating or reproducing experiments by removing the resource availability barrier [18]. This raises the following questions: Can we make computer science research testbeds more available by lowering their cost? Can we capture the advanced capabilities, challenging operations, and steep evolution curve of such testbeds in a way comparable to a mainstream, “shrinkwrapped” infrastructure? How close can we get to this rough goal and what are the strategies that allow us to do so in a cost-effective manner?

This paper describes a research testbed infrastructure distribution based on our experience of operating Chameleon [20], a primarily bare metal reconfigurable research testbed for edge to cloud experimentation. Since its public availability in July 2015, Chameleon has supported 6,000+ users working on 800+ projects giving us runway and scale to understand and address the challenges connected to operating research infrastructure sites. The resulting insight, expressed as the CHI-in-a-Box testbed distribution created to facilitate and streamline the deployment and operation of Chameleon sites, employs a number of strategies including hub and spoke management, containerization, and automated inventory management to enable Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) composable infrastructure pattern, to combat complexity, minimize risk, and streamline effort involved in research infrastructure deployment and operation. We articulate the sources of complexity and cost in deploying and operating a research testbed, present the CHI-in-a-Box design, and describe three case studies or CHI-in-a-Box deployments ranging from a supercomputing center to smaller-scale university labs, evaluated by personnel with broad experience level ranging from a senior systems engineer with many years of experience to an undergraduate student.

2 CHAMELEON INFRASTRUCTURE (CHI): WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

Chameleon is an NSF-funded distributed testbed that supports computer science research, education, and emergent applications [9]. Our users’ projects range from research on power management, operating systems and networking, to data science, machine learning, and security. To cover the broadest possible range of experimental requirements, most Chameleon resources are presented as a reconfigurable bare-metal cloud, giving users full control of the software stack including root privileges, the ability to customize the kernel, or experiment with software defined networking. A small part of the system is configured as a virtualized KVM cloud to balance the cost of strong isolation essential for some projects, with finer-grained sharing provided by virtualization sufficient for others [20]. Most recently, to support experimentation on edge devices, Chameleon added an edge testbed, CHI@Edge [19], with reconfiguration based on container deployment. The system thus supports multiple flavors: bare metal reconfiguration, VM deployment, and container deployment (for edge); although not all features are available in each flavor, all support API interfaces that allows them to connect to the same central services.

The core components of CHI (pronounced as “chee”) have been described in detail in [22]. Briefly, users can allocate resources either on-demand or by making an advance reservation using a combination of OpenStack [14] Nova and Blazar services, the latter developed with significant contributions from the Chameleon team. The allocated resources can range across nodes, networks, and IP addresses [21] and are treated as non-fungible entities since many of our users want to allocate a specific resource in order to control for variability [20]. Once resources are allocated, bare-metal reconfiguration allows users to deploy their experiments as close as possible to physical configuration using OpenStack Ironic; users can use one of the bare metal images supported by the Chameleon team, or configure their own and
Fig. 1. CHI-in-a-Box services and relationships. The items in green denote additional services contributed by Chameleon, or services with significant capabilities not available upstream.

snapshot it using a Chameleon-provided tool. Users can also configure network slices using the ExoGENI [4] libraries (to be subsumed by FABRIC [3] integration soon) integrated with Chameleon, or Bring Your Own Controller (BYOC) [8] functionality to experiment with software-defined networking. Configuration of complex experiment topologies such as virtual clusters or distributed networking experiments is supported through programmable interfaces: OpenStack Heat, or by the python-chi library [30] available via JupyterHub [1] integrated with the testbed.

Similar to many other projects, Chameleon provides central user services. They include authentication via federated identity using Globus Auth [2, 33]; the user portal which provides a central management interface for a user’s profile information; resource discovery via a browseable catalogue aggregating fine-grained information about hardware available on individual sites; availability calendar, where users can see the availability of specific hardware at different times and locations. In addition, we provide a shared Jupyter environment that facilitates testbed access and can be used to package repeatable experiments [1], Trovi [32], a central repository of experiment notebooks and accompanying data and scripts where users can share and discover packaged experiments, and the Chameleon Daypass [26] that provides short-term access to the testbed for reproducibility purposes.

Unlike traditional research testbeds, Chameleon builds on a mainstream open source cloud system (OpenStack) rather than a custom implementation. This has a range of practical benefits including familiar interfaces for both users and operators, workforce development opportunity, compatibility with mainstream tools which facilitates portability to other clouds [27], the ability to leverage contributions of a large development community—as well as multiplying our impact by contributing to a widely used infrastructure ourselves. At the same time, OpenStack does not fully support our use case, necessitating reliance on tools developed by others—specifically, Grid5000 [5], ExoGENI [4], and the Jupyter projects – and development of our own. Among our own contributions, most notable are bare metal snapshotting (not available from the main OpenStack installation), the ability to authenticate via federated identity to all OpenStack services, more powerful instance customization (e.g., provisioning multiple SSH keys, also not available upstream), user-configurable OpenFlow Corsa switching for SDN (to be expanded to include P4), integration with Jupyter, and resource discovery services. We also made many modifications to OpenStack components themselves, in
particular, Blazar, i.e., the service for making and managing advance reservations, Keystone, Horizon, Zun and Neutron. At present, we estimate that CHI is comprised of roughly 50% OpenStack and 50% of other systems and our adaptations.

3 COMPLEXITY AND COST

In its original implementation, Chameleon was deployed across two sites: the University of Chicago (UC) and the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). While we wanted it to scale across more sites, this was not easy due to the complexity—and thus cost—that operating a testbed of this kind entails. One example of this complexity is networking: to deploy a user instance (bare metal node, VM, or container) the infrastructure has to dynamically connect it to potentially multiple networks; this relies on a range of features from physical network configuration to reliable infrastructure implementation to work in concert. Another is the correct management of security in a system where users get root permissions to instances they configure themselves; this means a large attack surface to protect and many attack types to defend against. Supporting bare-metal reconfiguration specifically increases the complexity even more as system operators cannot rely on an additional layer of abstraction that facilitates sandboxing and monitoring user actions. And while much of this complexity is inherent in any cloud infrastructure, a research cloud faces the additional challenge of rapid evolution, typically across the stack. Research clouds are thus operationally complex because they solve a complex problem; below we tease apart and describe in detail the dynamics of this complexity so that we may later illustrate how they are addressed by our packaging.

Operational complexity. Research testbeds entail managing many interconnected systems and services. For example, a control node of CHI typically hosts around 60 different services providing functions around network realization (DHCP, DNS, IPAM, NAT, VLAN provisioning), bare metal reconfiguration (iPXE, boot/power management, serial console proxy), and lifecycle management for all user-facing domains such as instances, security groups, subnets, SSH keys, disk images, etc., not to mention storage cluster systems to support user data persistence. Each of these services logs in a different way, has its own set of configuration options, and may need to be upgraded on a different schedule with conflicting dependencies between upgrades. Manually keeping track of it all across this many services requires broad knowledge, high qualifications, and makes understanding the state of the system at any given time difficult.

Mapping to a variety of site configurations. Since CHI operates as close as possible to physical configuration, the task of packaging and operating it on a variety of sites is challenging, as their physical configurations differ and are generally not designed with supporting computer science research in mind. In particular, not all sites can be configured to support all the features CHI provides: lack of specialized hardware (e.g., Corsa switches) and constraints on site network configurations are the most significant examples. This calls for packaging that not only supports a broad range of configurations and hardware, but can also allow operators to cleanly (i.e., without impacting other system components) “opt out” of supporting various CHI features. Further, site differences also have to be taken into account in operations so that configurations across sites can be consistent in some (project-wide) aspects, but divergent in others.

End-User artifacts and support. In most academic systems, administrators maintain one configuration, and users port their applications to run on this configuration. This situation is inverted in the cloud world: while in principle users want to manage their own configurations, they also expect providers to create and maintain a range of “base” images supporting specialized hardware (e.g., CUDA images for GPU), or orchestration/profiles for complex deployments. For example, Chameleon maintains 20 base images and 3 complex appliances (images + orchestration templates), many of them across different CHI flavors. In addition, the operations team needs to constantly bridge the gap between what a typical user needs to know about system administration and what they actually know; this results in increased time for operations (e.g., preventing security incidents), support (fielding user questions), and user education.
Maturity. Having existed for less time, cloud computing is a less mature paradigm than e.g., HPC systems. Rapid rate of development implies less complete functionality at any given time and thus need for frequent upgrades (e.g., Ironic was not a part of OpenStack when Chameleon started), less stability in the system, and the need to frequently step in and fix or develop features our users need. Since the beginning of the project the UC team has spent 440 person-days contributing and reviewing OpenStack patches, 246 for Blazar alone [15] (this does not include effort that goes into features not contributed due to the niche scope of our system). Added to that is the challenge of managing OpenStack upgrades, a task that involves reading changelogs for 10+ separate projects, understanding what breaking changes or new assumptions may exist, researching migration paths for deprecated configurations, backporting unavoidable custom patches, and updating default configurations. Thus, while basing Chameleon on a mainstream system saved us much effort, general lack of maturity in cloud systems still resulted in additional operational cost.

Evolution. Scientific instruments need to evolve as the science they support evolves [12]; thus, the last and largest challenge of is the keeping up with the rapid rate of feature evolution needed by our community. Over the lifetime of the project, we had to adapt the system to add support for new hardware types, new user-requested features, new types of experiments (e.g., in networking [8]), and a whole new experimental domain in edge computing [19]. Discovering, designing, and implementing these adaptations and extensions requires not only deep and broad expertise and significant development effort; integrating them into the system such that its stability is preserved requires additional operational effort and processes. Even then, instabilities can manifest themselves due to the rate of evolution: one example is a bug in a third-party networking tool triggered by a routine and innocuous configuration change that resulted in a significant system instability and took a week of highly qualified effort to fix.

4 CHI-IN-A-BOX DESIGN

These challenges meant that operating CHI became costly early in the project: even routine operations like OpenStack upgrades would require significant effort and high level of expertise including skills in security, networking, and development. This made the system particularly vulnerable to personnel rotation, adding another risk factor to an already challenging operation. Further, despite the best efforts of the team, the configuration on the two operating sites was constantly diverging; it was thus impossible to replicate problems across sites and meant that each site had to solve the same problems from first principles, effectively doubling our operational costs. Since this would of course limit our potential to scale to more sites, we adopted what initially was simply an internal packaging of OpenStack – and eventually grew into CHI-in-a-Box, i.e., packaging of all of site-specific CHI components (whether OpenStack or not) as well as its operations model. Ultimately, the objective of the system became to bring the cost of installing and operating the testbed to a lower bound of a non-experimental “shrinkwrapped system” (such as e.g., Ceph), i.e., make the operational burden of individual sites comparable to that of a stable technology.

With this basic CHI-in-a-Box shape in mind, we defined the following target use cases:

1. **Chameleon associate sites**, that join the Chameleon testbed, i.e., make their resources available to Chameleon users full time and leverage the central services and user support provided by the project.

2. **Chameleon part-time associate sites**, that are associate sites with inventory that can only be committed on a part-time basis by defining up-front availability windows. This requires support for adding and removing resources dynamically and programmatically via Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), a critical requirement for composable infrastructures.
Independent testbeds, that configure new testbeds similar to Chameleon but unconnected to the project; they provide their own central user services and user support.

The most significant step in managing the challenges of an experimental testbed, was the adoption of a hub and spoke model in which one hub team (University of Chicago, in our case) takes on the responsibility for creating an internal release: integrates and tests OpenStack upgrades; develops, integrates, and tests any new experimental features; and then publishes them, along with documentation, site configurations, and relevant operational tools to a central location — the spoke sites then independently download and install the software. This approach gives site administrators full autonomy in administering their own site, while relieving them of the burden of much of the complexity associated with rapidly developing research infrastructure.

We take this principle one step further and apply it to site configuration management: we express a site configuration as code (called "site config") and manage it via version control system (VCS); this configuration is effectively an overlay that adapts the core CHI configuration to a site’s specific requirements, preserving the mapping of CHI to the site as new features and upgrades are released. Site configs contain an association of hostnames to the roles they will play in the deployment, and a set of configuration options and toggles expressed as YAML, which override default values used when invoking the provisioning tooling to, e.g., deploy or reconfigure a given service. For example, the site’s hostname and public and private IP addresses would be contained in this file, as that is different for each site. Secrets such as TLS certificate keys and passwords are securely stored within the site config in a separate YAML file encrypted with a per-site key; this allows those to be committed and stored under VCS as well, useful in disaster recovery scenarios. Site configs reduce the integration surface area significantly as they allow site operators to express their instantiation of CHI as succinctly as possible: this makes rollbacks easier, adds an audit trail to identify when a possible regression emerged, limits the amount of work necessary to adopt future releases and upgrades — yet provides flexibility when it is needed to accommodate idiosyncrasies in the host environment.

While adopting the hub and spoke approach does not in itself solve the complexity, maturity, and evolution challenges, it largely compartmentalizes them to one team at the cost of moderate additional effort of packaging; that cost is paid once and leveraged across many sites. To illustrate: it takes roughly one person month (assuming medium level of OpenStack experience) of core team development time to address all the challenges related to OpenStack upgrade described in Section 3 and create a new CHI-in-a-Box distribution; applying it on a site usually takes only roughly one day of time and requires only enough experience to ensure the process completed smoothly (i.e., understand how to find and read logs), assuming support provided by the hub team. The fact that UC both packages and installs/operates CHI-in-a-Box avoids the "ivory tower" problem, giving us insights into pain points and allowing us to test proposed changes for regressions in performance or reliability.

4.1 Packaging and Installation

To address the challenge of mapping to different site configurations, we designed most CHI capabilities to be optional. For example, stitching [8] is only possible if the host environment has logical access to L2 stitchports, and isolated L2 networking can only be accomplished if CHI can manage switches on the network fabric: if either of these assumptions cannot be satisfied, these features are simply not available to users of the site. Each flavor of CHI deployment similarly has requirements on the underlying host infrastructure: for example, bare metal provisioning at minimum requires an out-of-band network due to reliance on IPMI/BMC while VM provisioning works best with some shared storage infrastructure (e.g., Ceph, NFS) and a stable number of nodes dedicated to running hypervisors.
To make navigating the intricacies of all of these combinations capable of clean separation, we took a two-pronged approach: first, we attempt to group functionality under coarse-grained configuration flags (e.g., "enable bare metal"), which then influences many other configuration options; secondly, we documented how to enable and configure each testbed capability separately, describing what the capability is, how it works, what its requirements are, how to enable it, and what further options for customization are available if desired. Combined, the two strategies give operators an "easy button" that can help get them started, and a springboard to more fine-tuning later.

4.2 Managing Inventory

Managing inventory tends to be overlooked in mainstream clouds because it is seen as an infrequent operation; resources are seen as fungible so that inaccuracies in inventory management carry less penalty. In research testbeds on the other hand, resources are not only non-fungible [20] but also versioned for reproducibility purposes so it is essential that resource information is up to date and consistent across all relevant infrastructure services including user-facing resource discovery and availability calendar. Small changes to the resources (e.g., disk or memory upgrades) need to be tracked and surfaced; failure to ensure this could lead our users to draw misleading conclusions when repeating experiments. Achieving a high level of accuracy and detail manually can be error-prone and onerous: it requires producing correct and detailed resource descriptions and consistently registering them with all the relevant infrastructure services, each requiring a different format. A reverse process takes place when retiring a node, not to mention the complexities of ensuring all services agree that a node is in maintenance (and thus not reservable/not in service) while an operator is fixing an issue. Finally, the requirement for BYOD support in our part-time associate site use case implies a composable system; this means support for making resources available or unavailable dynamically and potentially frequently.

To automate collection of hardware properties during enrollment or after changing some aspect of the hardware we use a modified form of Grid5000’s g5k-checks [24] utility, which leverages ohai to introspect and collect a summary of hardware details (itself utilizing Linux utilities like lsblk, ethtool, and procfs), before transforming the output into a JSON description following a set schema. These JSON files are then checked into a Git repository, all of which is served via a g5k-api instance, which transforms the repository into a versioned HTTP API, consumable by remote clients.

To support adding and removing hardware to the testbed dynamically we developed an internal service called Doni [11]; it presents a single view of site hardware to operators, allowing them to add the hardware once and have the event reliably cascade through the relevant services. Doni implements the part-time associate testbed use case by managing dynamic inventory changes: once hardware is added, operators can define windows of availability that are communicated to users through the availability calendar. In addition, Doni helps simplify operational tasks: for example, when administrative changes are prevented by the system because the hardware is in use, Doni allows operators to queue up changes so that they can "set it and forget it", as opposed to setting alarms or reminders to perform updates when the hardware is no longer being used.

4.3 Operations

One of the most significant sources of complexity in operating a system with many services are inter-library dependencies and conflicts between them; this often prevents agile upgrades to select services or can lead to surprises during rollout that prolong planned maintenance windows. A general solution in this space is to containerize the services by isolating them in VMs or containers: this eliminates any dependencies or conflicts via file system isolation and allows the services to be managed independently – as well as greatly facilitates porting the services to new systems. Here, we were able to
leverage the benefits of a mainstream implementation base by building on Kolla, an OpenStack project that provides a set of Docker build recipes and tooling that makes it simpler to assemble and customize the container images for each of the numerous OpenStack services our project uses.

In addition, CHI-in-a-Box also leverages the related Kolla Ansible project that implements Ansible automation around installation, reconfiguration, and upgrades of an OpenStack-based deployment and additionally makes implicit dependencies between service configurations more explicit. For example, if an additional networking service should be deployed when the bare metal reconfiguration service is enabled, this relationship is modeled in code; all the site operator needs to specify is whether to enable the capability and all required services are deployed and configured accordingly. Besides managing the OpenStack services, Kolla Ansible can also deploy helpful operations infrastructure such as centralized logging (all control nodes report logs for each service to a central searchable Elasticsearch index) and fine-grained monitoring (Prometheus) along with user-friendly visualization GUIs for each (Kibana, Grafana). CHI-in-a-Box inherits any functionality provided by the Kolla Ansible project (included in CHI).

4.4 Monitoring, Detection, and Remediation

To further assist site operators, CHI-in-a-Box includes operational tools that assist with system monitoring, anomaly detection, and provide a variety of remediation routes. Specifically, we maintain a set of scripts called “hammers” [31] that work by testing propositions about the state of testbed and issue a few sharp hits in the right places to bring things back into order. For example, a hammer might ensure that nodes no longer reserved by any user are returned to the freepool, i.e., set of nodes available for reservation (this involves multiple steps and can potentially be interrupted.) Hammers are typically run as periodic Cron jobs or systemd timers, but can also be run ad-hoc by operators as needed. As most systems, we maintain a set of “smoke tests” that exercise various typical user flows on the system; since they are typically run outside of the system, they are not packaged as part of CHI-in-a-Box, but are open source and can be independently deployed; we run them periodically against CHI@UC and CHI@TACC via a Jenkins executor.

In cases where automatic action is not sufficient or possible, we extended Prometheus monitoring, adding alerts on certain signal metrics, which can be configured to log to Slack along with a hyperlink to a runbook hosted on our documentation portal describing the problem in more detail, and giving ideas on how to diagnose further and fix the root cause. Because runbooks are also stored in our source code repository, we can accept outside contributions and update information as the packaging changes over time, allowing Chameleon site operators to contribute to the body of knowledge about system operations.

4.5 End-User Services

In addition to the central services (Section 2), we maintain a set of user artifacts including images, orchestration templates, and notebooks that can be used on any site. CHI supports a variety of disk formats (e.g., raw, qcow2, AWS AMI) and we publish a set of default images in qcow2 format (which can be used in either KVM or for bare metal provisioning) based on the latest two stable releases for the CentOS and Ubuntu Linux distributions, and additional derived images that add various types of tools and utilities. We use OpenStack’s diskimagebuilder to generate each tree of images and store the build configuration for each in a separate VCS repository to track changes over time; additionally, we have automated the build process via Jenkins, which we can not only trigger manually when releasing changes, but also will automatically trigger new builds when a new distribution version is released upstream. Initially disk images are published to a central public location; CHI-in-a-Box includes an operator tool that can sync a local site’s default images to this central repository, updating the local site’s image registry accordingly. These measures
ensure that we can provide and port a relatively large number of centrally-supported images to many sites, giving users a range of artifacts to choose from and lessening the temptation to use insecure images.

Orchestration templates and notebooks, which users can extend and customize, can be used in conjunction with disk images to express a complex experiment topology. We package notebooks together with supporting example data and scripts in Trovi [32], the central Chameleon experiment saving/sharing repository. Both orchestration templates and notebooks can be ported across CHI sites, but each may need small updates to reflect the different hardware options available at a target site. Lastly, we provide centralized user support via a virtual helpdesk, with user support responsibilities shared between UC and TACC, and leveraged by all Chameleon associate sites.

5 CASE STUDIES
We describe below insights from CHI-in-a-Box deployments at two Associate Sites and one Independent Site.

5.1 Associate Site: NCAR
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is an NSF funded research center for university climate scientists from across the United States; our Computational and Information Systems Lab (CISL) maintains supercomputing resources to support this research and is home to the Cheyenne supercomputer, a 5.3PF HPE/SGI ICE cluster which provides the majority of computational power utilized by our community. As part of the procurement process at NCAR, we evaluated the ARM ThunderX2 processors as possible candidates for our next computational system, after which we wanted to make them available to other researchers for experimentation and we felt Chameleon provided a good avenue to do that. One of CISL’s senior systems engineers, having many years of experience with various cluster managing software but no direct experience with OpenStack, performed the installation.

Chameleon staff were required to make a few adaptations to CHI-in-a-Box due to our site-specific network configuration and the unique hardware, including flat network support to accommodate our use of the side-band interface for BMC connectivity and expanding support to include ARM64 architectures and UEFI boot modes on the bare metal nodes. Two hardware issues had to be resolved by modifying the default configuration: secure erase was disabled, as the disks erroneously reported support for this feature, but would lock up during deployment; and power state monitoring was disabled, as the BMCs frequently reported transient error states. Both of these are likely due to the developmental and cutting-edge nature of these machines. Overall, Chameleon was no more difficult to install or configure than any other method used to setup these nodes before. The main difficulty came from the uniqueness of the hardware and the differences between the network configuration of the machines and what Chameleon expected. We plan for the ARM cluster to eventually be operated by student workers. It would be an excellent opportunity for a junior systems engineer to gain experience with the technologies used by Chameleon and learn how to support a semi-production environment.

5.2 Associate Site: EVL
The Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois Chicago (UIC) is an interdisciplinary research laboratory in the Computer Science department that specializes in visual data science and advanced cyberinfrastructure. EVL configured a CHI-in-a-Box bare metal site using Chameleon’s phase 1 hardware (22 Haswell nodes) donated as part of the Chameleon legacy program; the deployment supports a full complement of bare metal features with the exception of stitching and BYOC (due to logistical complexity of configuring layer 2 connectivity via campus networking). CHI@EVL was deployed by an undergraduate student who has experience working on several EVL compute clusters, and most recently deployed EVL’s NSF-funded COMPaaS system [7, 23], a 24-node Composable
Infrastructure using Kubernetes and Metal as a Service (MaaS) provisioning service. The team’s OpenStack experience was limited to understanding the fundamental vocabulary of the platform.

In installation, we encountered problems with an incompatible default setting (confounded by insufficient error propagation in OpenStack) and the inherent complexity of multi-tenant bare metal networking. At the same time, the CHI-in-a-Box network is significantly simpler to understand when compared to our experience with Kubernetes, which creates many more virtual interfaces and opaque networks. More meaningful error messages and expanded documentation, including a operations verification checklist, will help mitigate this type of issue going forward. In addition, device removal and re-enrollment exposed a propagation bug in the Doni service. Chameleon’s team helped debug and fix this issue, but this particular experience was less seamless than Kubernetes, which can adapt to most changes in cluster state without manual intervention. All in all, we found the deployment of CHI-in-a-Box seamless and impressive in its scope, providing overall a more robust cluster infrastructure system than our experience with Kubernetes and MaaS. Based on our experience, we believe that once the above-mentioned issues are resolved, the deployment process will be faster and more hands-free when compared to other “shrink wrapped” infrastructures.

5.3 Independent Site: ARA

As a part of the NSF Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR) program, ARA [17] is a wireless testbed being deployed in central Iowa to support research, education, and innovation in advanced wireless and applications in domains such as precision agriculture and rural education. ARA decided to adopt CHI-in-a-Box as a baseline testbed implementation because it already has mature support for edge-to-cloud provisioning of compute, storage, and network fabrics, and provides end-to-end experiment control and user services. Further, since CHI-in-a-Box is based on a mainstream open-source platform, we could extend its resource management capabilities to support management of wireless resources (e.g., SDRs with related attributes such as frequency, transmission power, and gain), wireless BYOD, wireless virtualization, and experiment monitoring and interference control. The deployment was performed by a first-year Ph.D. student with extensive networking background but no prior experience with OpenStack.

During deployment, the ARA team encountered issues due to hardware and configuration differences; in particular, differences in networking hardware required modification of Neutron plugins and drivers, and the configuration of interface bridges required different handling. These are hard to address for operators with no prior OpenStack experience and required support and collaboration from the Chameleon team. We contributed comments that resulted in general improvements to the documentation and inclusion of a baseline deployment diagram that will make this easier going forward. An important finding was that CHI does not provide all the capabilities our testbed requires, in particular support for wireless experiments and greater flexibility in management of network resources. It represents a good starting point – that we plan to extend to integrate field-deployed wireless resources with edge and cloud resources – and contribute these features back to CHI-in-a-Box.

6 RELATED WORK

Some research testbeds such as GENI [6] and ORBIT [16] have provided packaging of their infrastructure though it was generally targeted to a fixed hardware configuration, usually shipped to each new site. Emulab/CloudLab [13, 34] packaging is the closest to our approach, but to our knowledge does not abstract site configuration from packaging, or employ containerization or BYOD techniques described here. Further, as an in-house implementation it does not leverage the advantages that mainstream implementation brings (e.g., we were able to add the UEFI image implementation required by NCAR very quickly because of existing OpenStack implementation).
Research clouds such as Jetstream [29] and the Massachusetts Open Cloud [25] operate OpenStack clouds with some features for science but do not develop their own packaging. StackHPC provides a commercial OpenStack distribution focused on research [28] but it targets mainly virtualized clouds operated for domain sciences rather than bare metal reconfigurable experimental computer science systems testbed that is our focus. Finally, there are multiple OpenStack projects that support or facilitate various aspects of packaging like the Kolla-Ansible projects described earlier; we leverage them in our packaging as appropriate.

7 CONCLUSIONS

When building distributed research infrastructure on top of a mainstream system it is tempting to use a public distribution and have each site apply the relevant adaptations. We found that where there is a high level of research-specific customization creating an internal distribution (CHI-in-a-Box) results in significantly lesser cost of testbed operation. In this paper we explain why, and share the strategies of hub and spoke management, containerization, and BYOD inventory management that make our approach feasible. We also show how the use of mainstream infrastructure lowers the cost of not only building and using research infrastructure but also operating it through support for containerization, image management tools, or access to a broad range of capabilities against future needs.

The three presented use cases illustrate different motivations and deployment scenarios for this type of research infrastructure and provide an evaluation of our approach. Working with them, we revisit many of issues contributing to complexity and therefore the cost of operating research testbeds: the need to adapt the system to new hardware, mapping to a variety of site configurations, and demand for mature and refined tooling. Despite those challenges however in all cases institutions were able to provide a new research capability quickly, with relatively little effort, and given little previous experience with similar systems. Most importantly, in all cases, the contributions inherent in a new installation became part of common development further helping to mitigate the cost of research infrastructure.
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